The grand tour track location

The Eboladrome is the test track used in The Grand Tour for most car reviews and all lap times.
It is so named for its resemblance to the shape of the Ebola virus. It was introduced in the first
series. In the first series, Mike "The American" Skinner was the test drive who completed lap
times around the Eboladrome. However, from the second series onwards, he was replaced by
British racing driver Abbie Eaton. Lap times that are completed in wet, snowy, or damp
conditions are marked as such on the lap board. In the show's premiere , nine times were
already logged on the lap board, having been completed off-screen. The largest and longest
part of the track, which is the first major and noteworthy part of the course. It is so-named
because it is long and mostly straight, but not entirely straight. A complete lap requires driving
along and then back this portion. After finishing a run up the Isn't Straight, drivers enter the
Your Name Here Corner, a sharp horse-shoe-like corner angling to the left. It is so-named
because there are large banners placed around the corner that are available for sponsorship.
After going through Your Name Here Corner and completing a run back-along the Isn't Straight,
drivers enter a tight and windy chicane. It is named after a house which is on the other side of
the track's fence that is supposedly owned by an old lady. After Old Lady's house there are two
sharp left-hand turns to round out the course, so named after the obstacles that drivers will hit
if they spin off. Substation is named a series of electric generators which sit just off the bend.
Substation is the penultimate corner on the track. The final section of the track is known as
Field of Sheep, for the large flock of sheep that normally graze just off the bend. Both
Substation and Field of Sheep are degree left-hand turns. After finishing the Field of Sheep
corner, and crossing the finish line, drivers have completed a lap. This wiki. This wiki All wikis.
Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki.
FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The programme was conceived in the wake of the
departure of Clarkson, Hammond, May and Wilman from the BBC series Top Gear , and
originally contracted with 36 episodes over three years. When the programme was launched, it
followed a similar format to that of Top Gear between and , including car reviews and timed
laps, motoring challenges and races, studio segments, and celebrity guests, with the team
using a studio within a large tent during this time; in its first series, the tent was located at
different locations across the globe, before taking a fixed site within the Cotswolds. Episodes
were released weekly to Amazon Prime Video accounts, and repeats of the first series were
made available on traditional broadcasters in late The Grand Tour is released to viewers across
more than countries and territories, [9] attracting favourable viewing figures since its premiere
episode, [10] and receiving positive reviews from critics. Throughout the first three series of the
programme, the format was focused on a similar arrangement to that of Top Gear , involving a
mixture of pre-record television films - a mixture of single or multi-part films - and live-audience
studio segments, though for legal reasons it was designed with significant differences to avoid
clashing with the BBC 's motoring series. Films focused primarily on car review, motoring
challenges, and road trip journeys, often based around those of Top Gear , such as a challenge
in which the presenters have to purchase a class of vehicle and see which is the best through a
series of tests given through text messages from the show's producer. Alongside these
episodes, the programme's format between to also included special episodes based around the
specials of Top Gear , focused on the presenters travelling on journeys in a specific type of
vehicle or class within a foreign locale. Like Top Gear , car reviews on The Grand Tour
functioned in a similar manner in which the presenters, either on their own or with their
colleagues, take a look at various cars and test them out on various aspects such as
performance, handling, and quality. Reviews are conducted in varying locales abroad, or within
the United Kingdom, including a specially designed racetrack, parallel to the Top Gear Test
Track, called the "Eboladrome". The track is not only used for reviews, but also for conducting
timed laps of vehicles that are reviewed, except for ten cars which were timed outside of filming
before the launch of the first series. Timed laps are conducted by a professional driver assigned
to the programme - while the first series involved former NASCAR driver Mike Skinner , who
was contracted to operate under the name "The American" and portray a stereotypical redneck
accent and viewpoints alongside scripted character traits, [21] [22] the poor reception to his
involvement led to him being replaced by British racing driver Abbie Eaton for the second and
third series. Studio segments were primarily filmed within a large studio tent that could house
an audience of around , [30] with the presenters sat around a trestle table and the audience
seated in front of them. Celebrities were not initially part of the programme to begin with, due to
concerns over legal issues that the BBC could raise if it competed against the celebrity format
used in Top Gear. As such, the programme created a humorous segment for the first series
entitled "Celebrity Brain Crash", which involved celebrities being "killed" in an accident while
making their way to the presenter's tent - the segment was done for comedic effect, and either
involved an actual celebrity who was filmed briefly for the segment before their death is staged

outside the tent's location or with a look-alike, or involving someone representing them, despite
not being clearly identifiable. This segment was later dropped in response to complaints made
by viewers, [23] [32] leading to the decision that celebrities would be a part of the programme
for the second series in a new segment entitled "Celebrity Face Off". Much like Top Gear's "Star
in a Reasonably Priced Car", the segment involved two celebrities, who shared similar
backgrounds or connections to certain elements e. The timed laps for this segment not only
involved a different track, but also used a Jaguar F-Type R-Dynamic coupe to create the lap
time. When the programme was first conceived and created, the production team opted for the
creation of a dedicated test track for the purpose of being used for reviews of testing of vehicles
by presenters, alongside the establishment of lap times by cars that are reviewed. The track was
eventually sited at the former RAF Wroughton airbase, with its layout consisting of two loops one large and one small - connected by a single stretch of tarmac between them and christened
as the "Eboladrome", due to the design of the track resembling the structure of the Ebola virus.
The track was dropped from use from the programme after the third series. For the second
series, the production team decided to create a second track for the specific purpose of being
used in the newly created celebrity segment "Celebrity Face Off". They eventually decided to
situate the new track at Enstone Airfield , close to the fixed studio tent location - a site originally
planned for use with Top Gear. The track was dropped from use in the second series, although
was briefly involved in a motoring challenge during the third series. With this, Amazon and the
team have retired the current studio and audience format, including talk segments like
Conversation Street, track and lap time content on The Eboladrome and other smaller features,
in favour of films dedicated to road trips and adventure specials. Clarkson, Hammond and May
had been presenters on BBC 's Top Gear , both as part of the rotating hosts of the original , and
permanent hosts for the rebooted series up through Under them, the show had an estimated
worldwide audience of million, and listed by Guinness World Records as the highest-viewed
factual television programme. Both May and Hammond affirmed they would not return to Top
Gear without Clarkson, even though the BBC offered them lucrative salaries to remain on for
additional series. Shortly after his separation from the BBC, Clarkson stated his intent to start a
new car show, saying "I have lost my baby but I shall create another. I don't know who the other
parent will be or what the baby will be like. In July , Clarkson announced he had signed a deal
with Amazon to develop a new car show that followed a similar format as Top Gear , with both
Hammond and May joining him as co-hosts, and Wilman producing. Wilman stated that Amazon
promised them to have the freedom they wanted to make the show how they wanted along with
the necessary budget. Additionally, by using a subscription-based service over an advert-based
network, they would not be beholden to commercial pressure for their advertisers. The show's
name, The Grand Tour , was revealed in May Clarkson said the name brought to mind the
tradition of Grand Tours , and reflected how the show would travel to several different countries
to film. Initially, the show's format was to present individual television films , using location
shooting without studio segments. They would be able to use local audience members, and
would give the hosts the opportunity to explore the local culture around cars. On 13 December ,
while shooting the final episode for Series 3, it was announced that the show had been renewed
for a fourth series. Wilman said that lawyers for Amazon were very mindful of any perceived
similarities in segments to Top Gear , requiring changes to the format and regular segments.
For example, the lawyers said they could test cars on a test track, but they could not post the
times using hand-written signs as they had done on Top Gear ; instead, they used a digital
leaderboard. Many outlets falsely reported that the BBC had explicitly told the crew they could
not have celebrities come on the show and race around a track. This was later confirmed to be
false, with the crew admitting that the real reason for the nature of the segment was a
last-minute panic. An episode was censored by Amazon Prime Video in India because it
included footage that could have been construed as offensive by the Indian audience. The
footage showed a windscreen that was made of a cow's body organs and removal of the
footage resulted in a significant reduction in the length of an episode. During the first series, the
studio segments were filmed in various locations around the world. Studio recording for the
first series began in Johannesburg , South Africa on 17 July Further studio recording took place
in Rotterdam on 22 October and Lapland on 3 November For the second series, following
Clarkson's pneumonia and Hammond's car crash, the producers decided that there would no
longer be a travelling tent. It also would be useful for new features such as Celebrity Face Off.
Filming for the fourth series began in June Clarkson made the announcement on Instagram.
There were plans to film in north Russia in March , but those were delayed for at least a year
due to the pandemic. In mid DHL began sponsoring the transport costs of the tent and mobile
studio. It feels uncomfortably hubristic" but once the presenters were in the tent "Normal
service has been resumed" and that "It seemed to me that Grand Tour is a TV show that wants

to be â€” and quite possibly should be â€” a movie". Episode 2 was somewhat less favourably
received by fans and critics. The Telegraph wrote about the Jordan segment: "[ Kevin Yeoman
of Screen Rant gave the show a positive review, stating "Fans can rest assured Top Gear hasn't
gone anywhere, it's just hiding out at Amazon under a different name. Clarkson, Hammond, and
May's love for machinery According to Anderson, Top Gear had "become even better", whereas
The Grand Tour "seemed more scripted, less natural and at stages, forced Anderson continues
that in-studio segments became repetitive quickly, particularly "Celebrity Brain Crash", also
noting that all three hosts seem to spend far too much time needling each other, and test driver
Mike Skinner offers no worthwhile commentary. Digital Spy was positive of series 2, episode 1,
calling it "An understated premiere for a show that feels like it's finding its feet. Clarkson's
suggestion of a new nickname for May â€” "Dingleberry Handpump" â€” failed to raise a titter
even among the super-fans gathered for the London premiere" but also said that "for each
wobble, there are just as many moments when The Grand Tour manages the clever trick Top
Gear could pull off at its best: raising a chuckle while sneaking in a bit of serious journalism at
the same time. Richard Hammond was criticised by Stonewall , Peter Tatchell , and Olly
Alexander , among others, for a comment he made in the sixth episode of the first series where
he implied that men who eat ice-cream are homosexual. Radio Times has criticised the gender
balance of guests on the "Celebrity Face Off" segment. There was also criticism of the
programme from January by former Pop Idol contestant singer Will Young , for what he
perceived as homophobic remarks. Australian free-to-air network Seven Network started
broadcasting the first series of The Grand Tour in mid-October Series 2 and 3 have not been
broadcast. At the start of high-speed Eurostar train services between Paris or Brussels and
London began to feature The Grand Tour as part of the available on board entertainment
package. The game includes single player mode alongside local split-screen multiplayer for
several of the challenges, with footage from the programme included in each episode's release.
The presenters Clarkson, May, and Hammond provided voice-overs for the game. Since the
game's release, The Grand Tour Game has been met with mixed reviews from critics and
positive reviews from fans of the show. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. It has been
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